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HAYES CARLL’S DEEPLY MOVING NEW SONG
“HELP ME REMEMBER” OFFERS A COMPASSIONATE PERSPECTIVE
OF SOMEONE GOING THROUGH ALZHEIMER’S DEMENTIA
NEW VIDEO RELEASED TODAY INSPIRED BY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
FEATURES A PSA FROM CARLL AT THE END WATCH HERE
Nashville, TN – Award-winning singer/songwriter Hayes Carll addresses the subject of
Alzheimer’s dementia with the moving new song and video for “Help Me Remember”,
from his upcoming album You Get It All (out October 29th on Dualtone Music). The
song, co-written with Josh Morningstar, was written from the unique perspective of
someone coping with the illness. Carll approaches the subject with empathy and
compassion and delivers a performance with tenderness and grace. That sentiment is
portrayed beautifully in the new video for “Help Me Remember”. Carll is featured in a
PSA at the end of the clip. View HERE.
Carll shares his own personal experience with Alzheimer’s dementia, and one so many
can relate to. “I was 14 years old and sitting in the passenger seat of my grandfather’s
truck in Waco, TX, the town he had lived in for most of his life. He turned to me at a
stoplight and asked me where we were. He looked scared. I know I was. I’ve thought a
lot since then about what it must feel like to lose the thread of your own story. This song
is for the people who’ve experienced what my grandfather did, those that are
experiencing it currently, and for those who serve as their witnesses and caregivers.”
Hayes Carll is helping to raise awareness of Alzheimer’s with “Help Me Remember.”
Today, more than six million Americans are living with Alzheimer’s dementia, and that
number is projected to rise considerably over the coming years. Alzheimer’s dementia
affects one in 10 people ages 65 and older. For information and resources please visit
the Alzheimer’s Association website at Alz.org.
You Get It All is the eighth album from the Grammy-nominated Carll and the follow-up to
his critically acclaimed 2019 release What It Is.
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